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Blondie - Eat To The Beat (1979)

  

    01. Dreaming (Debbie Harry, Chris Stein) – 3:04   play   02. The Hardest Part (Harry, Stein)
– 3:38  03. Union City Blue (Harry, Nigel Harrison) – 3:19  
play
 04. Shayla (Stein) – 3:55  05. Eat To The Beat (Harry, Harrison) – 2:38  06. Accidents Never
Happen (Jimmy Destri) – 4:12  07. Die Young Stay Pretty (Harry, Stein) – 3:32  08. Slow Motion
(Laura Davis, Destri) – 3:26  09. Atomic (Harry, Destri) – 4:37  10. Sound-A-Sleep (Harry, Stein)
– 4:15  11. Victor (Harry, Frank Infante) – 3:17  12. Living In The Real World (Destri) – 2:42  
 Personnel:  - Deborah Harry - lead vocals  - Chris Stein - guitar  - Frank Infante - guitar,
backing vocals  - Jimmy Destri - keyboards, backing vocals  - Nigel Harrison - bass  - Clem
Burke - drums  +  - Ellie Greenwich - backing vocals (01,09)  - Lorna Luft - backing vocals
(06,08)  - Donna Destri - backing vocals (12)  - Randy Hennes - harmonica (05)  - Mike
Chapman - backing vocals, producer    

 

  

By 1979 Debbie Harry, Chris Stein and co. had realised their true potential. Forsaking pure rock
for more diverse palette, Blondie's plan of attack now involved willfully grabbing at any passing
style (as long as it could be termed 'pop') and making it their own. In this Eat To The Beat
emulated and expanded on the platinum-selling Parallel Lines' formula.

  

Behind all this was, again, the genius (and superhuman levels of attention to detail, spending
hours listening to playbacks at eardrum bursting volume) of bubblegum producer, Mike
Chapman. He may have recognised in Blondie the ability to be moulded like the Sweet, Mud
and all his other RAK creations at the beginning of the 70s, yet the band was equally
responsible for this chart assault - writing the material that fitted Chapman's vision. One look at
the credits shows exactly how democratic a place Blondie was to be as a band member.
Everyone gets a mention at some point.
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Maybe this accounts for the stylistic ragbag that emerges. Eat To The Beat still bears the traces
of the art punk roots that had given birth to them back in their CBGB's days in New York (on the
title track, the manic Accidents Never Happen and Living In The Real World); but at times the
album reads like a veritable history of chart styles: Here was their first proper foray into reggae
with Die Young Stay Pretty, the Duane Eddy-at-the-disco grandeur of Atomic, the skittering,
Spectorish pure pop of Dreaming and Union City Blue and the Motown stomp of Slow Motion.
Sound-A-Sleep goes even further back into the kind of 50s dream pop that might feature in a
David Lynch film.

  

Americans, still hamstrung by the double-edged values of the late 60s, were always suspicious
that a band first marketed as 'new wave' could be so mercenary and saw it as ersatz 'selling
out', giving the album a lukewarm reception. Meanwhile in Europe their ability to soundtrack
every great disco, wedding and barmitzvah was rightly valued. In the end, pop is pop and
Blondie, at this point, were making the timeless variety that still sounds box fresh today. ---Chris
Jones, bbc.co.uk

  

 

  

 

  

Eat to the Beat – czwarta płyta długogrająca grupy Blondie wydana w 1979 roku. Zawiera dość
odważne połączenie takich stylów, jak punk, rock, reggae i funk. Jest pierwszym albumem na
świecie, w którym każdy utwór posiada swój własny teledysk. W roku 2001 płyta została
poddana komputerowej poprawie jakości dźwięku i wydana w formacie CD.

  

download (mp3 @320 kbs):

  

yandex mediafire uloz.to mega 4shared cloudmailru gett
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